Requirements for completion of subject

I. Practical lessons
1. Student has to attend all practical lessons (100%) and minimally 70% of the lectures (14 lectures = 100%).
2. In the case of excused absence on practical lessons (maximally 3), student has to study missing slides and draw them to the practical textbook individually in the study room at the Department of Histology and Embryology (2 teaching hours = 90 min). Confirmation about slide compensation will be given to the teacher. This requirement must be accomplished the latest in two weeks after the absence.
3. Student has to pass at least 5 control tests during the semester and gain the average of results minimally 60%.
4. During the 8th week of semester student has to complete slide test. Two slides are examined in the range of the first seven weeks. Student must gain minimally 60%.
5. In the event of failure to attain these limits, final exam is not permitted and the student is graded Fx (failed) at the end of semester (Study Rules of Procedure P.J. Šafárik University, the Faculty of Medicine, part II., article 13: 1c and 6.)
6. Student has to pass final slide test performed in the 14th week of semester, which consists of description of 3 histological slides from the winter and summer semester. For successful completion student has to gain minimally 60% for registration to the final exam. If these conditions are not completed the student has one retake term during the first or second week of the examination period.

II. Final exam consists of 2 parts:
   A. Final written test
      The student must gain minimally 60% from the test, to continue to the final oral exam.
   B. Final oral exam - three questions:
      a) cytology and tissues
      b) microscopic anatomy
      c) embryology

Student must pass each of three questions minimally for 60% (E). The total evaluation of the final exam includes outcomes of the final slide test and written test and final oral exam (graded A-E).

Notes:
1. The controversial cases of study results will be reviewed by the pedagogical college at the Department of Histology and Embryology.
2. Student has to show his/her ISIC or ID before examination. It is forbidden to use any of unauthorized devices!
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